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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the U.S. is launching tech, space, and
defense initiatives with India to counter China, “orbital pursuit” spacecraft, Baidu is

developing an AI-powered chatbot similar to ChatGPT, the Biden administration has
stopped approving licenses for U.S. companies to export most items to Huawei, a

near-miss between two defunct Soviet space objects, a tiny robotic system that can turn
from solid to liquid and back again, China's top nuclear-weapons research institute

circumvented U.S. export restrictions, China’s quantum computer based on
superconducting chip technology, and the advancing cybercrime economy.



NEXT5 EDITOR’S HIGHLIGHTS
→ As lawmakers push to ban TikTok, one of the many hurdles they will face is a pair of
measures called the Berman amendments which are designed to allow films, books, and
music to flow freely between the U.S. and hostile foreign countries, originally put in place
at the end of the Cold War. TikTok and social media companies weren’t around at the time, but
the protections were later expanded to effectively extend First Amendment-type protections to
foreign digital media and were invoked by TikTok attorneys in their successful 2020 lawsuit to
block then President Donald Trump’s attempt to ban downloads of the app. The dilemma facing
lawmakers now is how to prevent the Chinese government from influencing content on TikTok or
other Chinese social media apps, and gathering data on users, without shutting down global
exchanges of content or inviting retaliation against U.S. platforms and media. Senate
Intelligence Committee Chairman Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA)  worries that other nations around
the world could then create similar constructs that could be used against American companies.
Some lawmakers including Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla) and Reps Mike Gallagher (R-Wis) and
Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-Ill) as well as Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo) have introduced legislation to
enact a nationwide ban on TikTok. Each would address the issue by providing a narrow waiver
of the Berman amendments protections specific to TikTok. But other lawmakers, led by Warner
and Rep Michael McCaul (R-Tx) say broader changes may be needed to ensure that other apps
under foreign ownership don’t exploit the Berman amendments. A national security review of
TikTok was triggered because Beijing’s ByteDance gained entry in the U.S. market by acquiring
a U.S.-based startup Musical.ly, and later changed the name to TikTok. And the app has been
negotiating with the USG for more than two years regarding its measures aimed to prevent the
CCP from influencing the app’s content. #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #DIG WSJ

→ The U.S. is hoping to reach an agreement this week to open as many as four U.S.
military sites at Philippine bases in Washington’s latest push to expand its strategic
footprint across the region to counter threats from China, U.S. officials said. Defense
Secretary Lloyd Austin is meeting with recently elected Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos
Jr. in Manila and hopes to secure the deal, which would rotate groups of U.S. forces to sites in
the country, U.S. officials said. The deal is part of a broader U.S. effort to position smaller
groups of forces across the Asia Pacific, reinforce old alliances and form new ones to counter
China’s rising influence in the region. The movement of U.S. troops in the Philippines
specifically would put them in proximity to counter threats to Taiwan or if China carries out more
aggressive maneuvers in the South China Sea. China is also one of the Philippines largest
trading partners, while the U.S. is a longstanding security ally, making the Philippines
government reluctant to take sides against either. The U.S. push for smaller groups of rotating
forces in the region is also intended to avoid an escalation with Beijing, which could view larger
bases as direct provocation of its maritime claims in the South China Sea, and a step too far for
countries like the Philippines that see themselves in the middle and neutral. The U.S. has also
sought to make Australia more central to its strategy for the Indo-Pacific, where Western
countries have become increasingly concerned about China’s assertiveness. The U.S. and U.K.
announced last year they would team up to help Australia build and operate its own fleet of
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nuclear submarines by 2040, expanding its military reach. The U.S. is also seeking to bolster its
influence over a dozen small island nations in the Pacific to underscore its commitment to the
region now at the forefront of rivalry with China. #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #GBR #AUS #PHL
WSJ

→ The US is launching a series of ambitious technology, space, and defense initiatives
with India in an effort designed to counter China in the Indo-Pacific and wean New Delhi
off its reliance on Russia for weapons. US national security adviser Jake Sullivan and his
Indian counterpart Ajit Doval met in Washington on Tuesday, January 31, as the two countries
unveiled cooperation in many areas, including quantum computing, AI, 5G wireless networks,
and semiconductors. They also created a mechanism to facilitate joint weapons production. The
Initiative on Critical and Emerging Technologies marks the latest move by US President Biden to
work more closely with allies and partners to counter China. Separately, Britain has called for
the AUKUS agreement – a submarine pact with Australia and the U.S. –  to expand to include
India and Japan. India has been trying to boost its homegrown technology capacity over
concerns about China’s lead in crucial sectors. It is trying to build a chip industry and promote
emerging sectors where it trails Beijing, including electric vehicles and telecoms. Indian officials
want Apple, Samsung, and other foreign multinationals to invest more in the country as they
diversify supply chains away from China. The India goals dovetail with the US’s desire to boost
cooperation to better compete with China and to enable like-minded democracies to set critical
technology standards. Sullivan stated the White House would work with Congress to make it
easier to attract science and technology talent from India, which is important as the US embarks
on an effort to revitalize its domestic chip industry. According to another senior official, the US
and India would ask semiconductor associations in both countries to work together to identify
areas for joint investment. The official emphasized the administration would work with Congress
to eliminate regulatory hurdles that, for example, prevent the export of high-performance
computing technology to India. #Geopolitics #AI #AER #CHP #5G #QNT #GRN #SCRM #USA
#IND #CHN #RUS #AUS #GBR #JPN #KOR Financial Times Reuters Sky News

DIGITALIZATION
→ At its Unpacked product launch event in Northern California, Samsung unveiled plans
to develop new “extended reality” products with help from key partners including Google
and Qualcomm. Extended reality (XR) is described as a handful of related technologies that
include virtual reality, augmented reality and mixed reality. And because these technologies
reflect different ways of physically looking at your software, services and the world around you,
Samsung’s announcement all but confirms the company is developing a new wearable display
or headset. Samsung will develop the hardware and collaborate with Qualcomm for the chipset.
The software will be provided by Google. The company’s venture into extended reality would
involve service partnerships with Meta and Microsoft, according to the president and head of
Samsung’s mobile experience business. #DIG #CHP #KOR #USA The Washington Post

→ The metaverse could generate up to $5T in value by 2030, according to a report. As
large technology companies, start-ups, and established brands seek to capitalize on the growth
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opportunity, more than $120B has already flowed into the metaverse space in 2022 — more
than double the $57M in 2021. Total metaverse-related investment is also proving to be
significantly larger than it was for AI, which attracted $39 billion in investment in 2016 —
arguably a similar stage in its development trajectory to the metaverse, according to analysts.
While total VC and PE investment is somewhat comparable — AI was $6-9B in 2016; the
metaverse was already $6-8B halfway into 2022, with M&A activity being much bigger. Analysts
attribute this to the fact the metaverse has emerged, for the most part, as a pure digital play for
many companies, exemplified by Microsoft’s intended purchase of Activision Blizzard for ~$69B.
Meanwhile, the sectors leading metaverse adoption also plan to dedicate a significant share of
their digital investment budgets to the metaverse include energy (18%); automotive, machinery,
and assembly (17%); high tech (17%); tourism (15%); and media and entertainment (15%) over
the next three to five years.

#DIG McKinsey & Co

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ In October, startup True Anomaly hopes to launch two Jackal “orbital pursuit”
spacecraft aboard a SpaceX rocket to low earth orbit. The Jackals will be capable of
rendezvous proximity operations (RPO)—the ability to maneuver close to other satellites and
train a battery of sensors upon them. This could reveal their rivals’ surveillance and weapons
systems, or help intercept communications. In their first mission, dubbed Demo-1, the Jackals
will spy on each other, using thrusters, radar, and multi-spectral cameras to approach within a
few hundred meters. If that goes well, the company envisages deploying thousands of
autonomous spacecraft in service of the US military, controlled by a team of human operators
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and AI to pursue adversaries and to provide the tools of accountability. Those tools start with
understanding what technologies America’s adversaries are deploying in space. But the
company believes the functions of maneuvering, kinetic weapons, jamming, electronic warfare,
and cyberattacks will be necessary for the future. In a report last September, the Secure World
Foundation, a private foundation promoting cooperative solutions in space, detailed dozens of
military RPO operations in geostationary and low earth orbits since the Cold War. Most of these
involve U.S., Russian, or Chinese spacecraft approaching each other’s satellites, presumably to
see what they look like or to eavesdrop on their communications. There are also emerging
peaceful uses of RPO, such as space tugs that can repair or relocate failed satellites, or remove
dangerous space junk. The Secure World Foundation helps run an organization called Confers
that is setting voluntary technical standards for commercial RPO. True Anomaly is one of
around 60 Confers members. The company recently signed a lease on a 35k -square-foot
factory in the suburbs of Denver, Colorado. As well as manufacturing the Jackal satellites, True
Anomaly engineers are designing a cloud-based control system to integrate autonomous agents
and human operators, using commercial game engines like Unity to build interactive real-time
applications and developing high-fidelity physics software to help the Jackals maneuver in
space. #SAT #AI #USA #CHN #RUS Wired

→ Satellite imagery startup Capella Space is establishing a subsidiary aimed at serving
U.S. government customers, as it seeks to fulfill growing demand from intelligence and
defense organizations for its synthetic aperture radar tech. Capella was founded almost
seven years ago, and in that time it has seen a huge response from government customers,
according to the company’s CEO, who added that Russia’s war with Ukraine highlighted the
utility of synthetic aperture radar in particular. The technology can capture images in adverse
weather and light conditions. The new subsidiary, Capella Federal, intends to cater to some of
the government’s specialized requirements related to security and confidentiality. It will focus on
existing products at first — the data and analytics — using Capella’s existing satellites in orbit,
which are already serving government customers. #SAT #USA TechCrunch

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ China’s Baidu is developing an AI-powered chatbot similar to OpenAI’s popular
ChatGPT and plans to integrate it into its main search engine in March. The move would
place Baidu among a few tech companies globally to have their own version of the technology,
which has enticed consumers and businesses while placing pressure on incumbents to update
their product-development strategies. Baidu is set to be the first to bring the technology to
consumers in China, where the state censors the internet and access to ChatGPT is blocked.
Baidu’s plans come as competition heats up between Washington and Beijing to bolster their
respective countries’ leadership in strategic emerging technologies. They also highlight the fluid,
cross-border nature of AI research where open-source is the norm. OpenAI built ChatGPT atop
a core breakthrough that Google developed in 2017—an algorithm that Baidu also adapted and
is now using as the foundation for its chatbot, according to people familiar with the matter. #AI
#USA #CHN WSJ Bloomberg
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→ According to the Pentagon’s Chief Digital and AI Officer, to beat China in the AI race,
the U.S. must dramatically boost its efforts to collect, label, and sort data for
machine-training regimens. Systems or equipment with pattern-recognition capabilities or
autonomy require significant amounts of previous exposure — clean, plentiful information upon
which they were taught. The Pentagon has for years pursued AI as a means to more quickly
make more informed decisions and to facilitate exploration where personnel cannot go. But
China enjoys an advantage in data labeling due to labor exploitation. The official noted that
China, as an autocratic state, is at an advantage because it has personnel labeling data 10 to
12 hours per day, earning nothing for their labor. #AI #USA #CHN C4ISRnet

→ OpenAI, the creator of the popular chatbot ChatGPT, has released a software tool to
identify text generated by AI, the company said in a blog post on Wednesday. ChatGPT is
a free program that generates text in response to a prompt, including articles, essays, jokes,
and even poetry, which has gained wide popularity since its debut in November, while raising
concerns about copyright and plagiarism. The AI classifier, a language model trained on the
dataset of pairs of human-written and AI-written text on the same topic, aims to distinguish text
that is written by AI. It uses a variety of providers to address issues such as automated
misinformation campaigns and academic dishonesty, according to the company. In its public
beta mode, OpenAI acknowledges the detection tool is very unreliable on texts under 1k
characters, and AI-written text can be edited to trick the classifier. OpenAI stated it is engaging
with educators to discuss ChatGPT's capabilities and limitations and will continue to work on the
detection of AI-generated text. #AI #USA Reuters

→ From 2015 to 2021, US investors, including Intel and Qualcomm's investment arms,
invested more than $40B in Chinese AI companies, according to a new CSET report.
Between 2015 and 2021, 167 US investors participated in 401 investment transactions of 2,299
global investment transactions (17%) — into Chinese AI companies, according to Crunchbase
data. Additionally, 91% of the observed US investment transactions into Chinese AI companies
during the covered time period came at VC investment stages, such as angel, seed, and
pre-seed. However, Chinese investors remain the dominant investors in Chinese AI companies.
Between 2015 and 2021, at least 71% of the transaction value and 92% of the investment
transactions with no US participation came from Chinese investors alone. Qualcomm Ventures
and Intel Capital were involved in 13 and 11 investments in Chinese AI companies, respectively,
outpaced by GGV Capital, which led US firms with 43 total investments in the sector, according
to the report. Moreover, US investor GSR Ventures invested alongside China’s iFlyTek in a
Chinese AI company after the speech recognition firm was added to a trade ban list. Silicon
Valley Bank and Wanxiang America Healthcare Investments Group made investments in
Chinese AI firms alongside China’s SenseTime before the company in facial recognition
technology was added to the same trade ban list.
Some of the largest investments include Goldman Sachs’ investment in 1KMXC, an AI-enabled
robotics company, as well as an investment by three US-based VC firms in Geek+, an
autonomous mobile robot company, according to the report.
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#AI #DIG #MFG #AUT #BIO #CHP #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #HKG SCMP

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Due to national security concerns, the Biden administration has stopped approving
licenses for US companies to export most items to China's Huawei and is considering
completely cutting off the Chinese telecommunications giant from US suppliers. US
officials are developing a new formal policy of denial for shipping items to Huawei that would
include items below the 5G level, including 4G items, Wi-Fi 6 and 7, AI, and high-performance
computing and cloud items, according to sources. US officials have signaled to Qualcomm and
Intel, which continue to supply Huawei, that this is a good time to wind down their sales to the
Chinese company, according to people familiar with the matter. One of the ideas under
consideration is to use more stringent controls that not only ban direct dealings with the
company, but that also prohibit exports to other companies and intermediaries who then supply
Huawei. That policy has the potential to suppress Huawei’s dealings outside the US given the
extent US components are used internationally. #5G #DIG #AI #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA
#CHN Reuters WSJ

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
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→ The White House has published a roadmap asking authorities to increase enforcement
and ramp up efforts to regulate the crypto sector. In an official blog on Friday, January 27,
the Biden Administration detailed its plans to address potential risks from cryptocurrencies in a
roadmap that calls for authorities to “ramp up enforcement where appropriate” and Congress “to
step up its efforts” to regulate the industry. The post starts by citing some major failures within
the crypto sector last year, including the implosion of Terra's algorithmic stablecoin UST that
prompted a wave of insolvencies. It also noted the collapse of FTX, once the third-largest
cryptocurrency exchange in the world, which delivered billions in losses to users. It noted some
of the biggest risk factors, including lack of applicable regulations, misleading statements, failure
to make adequate disclosures, and poor cybersecurity measures "that enabled the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea to steal over a billion dollars to fund its aggressive missile program."
The administration noted that Congress should not allow mainstream institutions like pension
funds to participate in cryptocurrency markets as this would deepen the ties between
cryptocurrencies and the broader financial system and increase systemic risks, calling it "a
grave mistake" to pass laws that deepen the ties. #FIN #USA #PRK Crypto News

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Technology company Epirus won a $66M contract from the U.S. Army’s Rapid
Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office (RCCTO) in support of the Indirect Fire
Protection Capability-High-Power Microwave Program. The program will see the
development of a new microwave weapon called Leonidas that can bring down enemy drone
swarms with a single shot while leaving friendly aircraft untouched. Leonidas has already
demonstrated lethality against a broad range of Unmanned Aerial Services and other electronic
systems. The powerful weapon has defeated swarms in multiple U.S. Government-sponsored
test events, outperforming six similar systems. According to Epirus’s CEO, the company has
seen that current air defense systems are ill-equipped to tackle the threat of autonomous drone
swarms. Leonidas brings a new counter-swarm capability to the U.S. military. #AER #AUT
#USA Interesting Engineering

→ Low Earth orbit was the site of a near-miss on Friday, January 27 that had the potential
to create thousands of pieces of hazardous space debris. Satellite monitoring and collision
detection firm LeoLabs spotted a near-miss between two defunct Soviet space objects, a rocket
body and dead spy satellite, that missed one another by an incredibly small margin. According
to LeoLabs, the two objects missed one another by a distance of 20 feet. While the two objects
did not collide, LeoLabs says the incident could have generated thousands of more pieces of
space debris in a ripple effect. As low Earth orbit (LEO) becomes increasingly crowded, such
close calls are becoming more common, highlighting the threat to the environment in which the
International Space Station (ISS) and thousands of critical satellites operate. Incidents such as
these underscore the need for new strategies at mitigating or removing orbital debris from LEO.
There are currently close to 30k pieces of orbital debris being tracked by the Department of
Defense, but many more are lurking that are too small to be detected, according to NASA.
#AER #SAT #RUS Space.com
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BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ In-Q-Tel-backed de-extinction startup Colossal Biosciences is planning to
reverse-engineer and re-introduce the dodo bird, which went extinct 150 years ago. The
company plans to use ancient DNA sequencing, cloning, and even artificial wombs to transform
modern elephants into woolly mammoths and resurrect the Tasmanian tiger. The two-year-old
startup also said today that it had raised a further $150M in funding (bringing the total it’s raised
to $225M) — some of which will go to a new effort around bird genomics. The resurrection of
the dodo is a theoretical possibility thanks to Beth Shapiro, a specialist in ancient DNA at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, who says that she and coworkers were able to recover
detailed DNA information from 500-year-old dodo remains held at a museum in Denmark. To
create a dodo from such genetic information, the company plans to try to modify the bird’s
closest living relative, the Nicobar pigeon, turning it step by step into a dodo and possibly
“re-wilding” the animal in its native habitat. With gene editing and assisted reproduction, this
effort could also help save several hundred bird species that are currently considered
endangered. #BIO #USA #DNK MIT Technology Review

→ Salesforce scientists have created ProGen, a new AI system capable of creating
artificial enzymes from scratch that function similarly to natural enzymes. Additionally, the
artificial designs were better than the ones made by traditional processes, according to the
scientists. They created ProGen by feeding the system amino acid sequences from 280M
different proteins. The Al system quickly generated 1M protein sequences, 100 of which were
chosen for testing. Five of these were developed into proteins and tested in cells. The artificial
enzymes chosen were modeled after the enzymes found in egg whites. The artificial enzymes
were then tested and found to be just as effective as the natural enzymes found in egg whites at
breaking down bacteria. Despite this, they were only 18% alike, showing that the AI system is
capable of creating unique protein structures. ProGen, like ChatGPT, was created in 2020 using
a large language model (LLM) originally designed for writing text. By analyzing a large amount
of data, the Al system learned the rules and structure of proteins. #BIO #AI #DIG #USA Neowin

→ Proprio, a Seattle-based biotech startup, is using AI, computer vision, and augmented
reality to advance surgery by allowing surgeons to see complex key structures on a
screen in 3D in real time. Their “Paradigm” system captures high-definition images of the
operating field from above and combines them with pre-operative 3D scan images. Light field
imaging, computer vision, machine learning, robotics, and augmented reality are all used in the
system. On a screen, the surgeon can see the relevant anatomy in 3D, including areas that are
difficult or impossible to see with the human eye. The generated images can also adapt to
changes in the anatomy, changing in real time. When combined with augmented reality and
virtual reality systems, AI can enable integration with advanced imaging methods such as CT
scans, MRIs, ultrasounds, and X-rays. Proprio collects data through its healthcare partners and
surgeons at UW Medicine, Seattle Children’s and more, who have compared how Paradigm
visualizes operations compared to existing systems. The data collected by the system shows
that the technology has the potential to increase accuracy, decrease complications and
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revisions, reduce radiation exposure, and reduce operating room time, according to surgeons
who have tested the technology.

#BIO #AI #DIG #MFG #USA GeekWire

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ According to an op/ed by Tim Gallaudet, a retired Rear Admiral and CEO of Ocean STL
Consulting, the U.S. needs more public-private partnerships to advance ocean science
and technology. NOAA and other U.S. agencies that work in the ocean have yet to fully tap into
high-tech talent. Gallaudet offers three ways the U.S. can quickly change the current course:

1. Implement more agile acquisition. The lack of established programs of record for new
and evolving capabilities is a burdensome barrier to early adoption. Following recent
examples of NOAA and the Marine Corps, the U.S. government can better enable its
ocean program managers by working with Congress to expand the use of other
transactional authorities (OTA) to accelerate turnkey technology transitions.

2. Increase funding for existing public-private partnership programs. The National
Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) is tailor-made for facilitating ocean-related
partnerships between federal agencies, industry, and academia to advance ocean
science and technology, yet only $2.5M has been appropriated for it this year. This is a
drop in the bucket compared to the billions for ocean-related programs in the $1.7T
government spending bill signed into law by the president at the end of 2022. Gallaudet
argues that increasing the NOPP budget two- or three-fold would not amount to a
rounding error in numbers this large.

3. Invest in more innovative delivery of data and services. The market for
Data-as-a-Service and Software-as-a-Service is exploding, and government
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organizations such as NOAA and the U.S. Air Force have just begun to tap into it.
Industry solutions like these can result in significant cost savings because they remove
the need for the acquisition of expense data collection platforms such as satellites, ships,
and aircraft, clearly justifying their wider application by the Navy, NASA, the U.S.
Geological Survey, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management.

#GRN #USA The Hill

→ Nissan and a Hitachi subsidiary plan to roll out a system to keep elevators running
during blackouts by drawing power from the batteries of electric vehicles (EVs). Few cars
today are capable of bi-directional charging, where vehicles can become a power source for
homes, or feed energy back into the grid, though carmakers such as Ford and Renault have
taken steps in this direction. During a pilot project, the firms stated they had kept an elevator
with a capacity for nine people running at a slow speed for 10 hours by drawing power from the
battery of a Sakura, a fully electric micro "kei" car made by Nissan. Hitachi Building Systems
hopes to start providing the system to apartment buildings from the financial year starting in
April. #GRN #JPN Interesting Engineering

→ In collaboration with the International Energy Agency (IEA), the European Patent
Office (EPO) published a report analyzing trends in global hydrogen patents. Here are the
key findings:

● Global patenting in hydrogen is led by Europe and Japan, with the US losing ground in
the period 2011–2020 and hydrogen-related innovation from South Korea and China
only starting to emerge at the international level.

● Innovation in established hydrogen technologies is dominated by the European chemical
industry, but the new hydrogen patenting heavyweights are companies from the
automotive and chemicals sectors focusing on electrolysis and fuel cell technologies.

● While hydrogen production remains almost entirely fossil fuel-based, patenting has
already seen a major shift towards alternative, low-emission methods. This shift
anticipates a boom for electrolysers, a field in which Europe has gained an edge in new
manufacturing capacity.

● Patenting activities targeting improvements in existing technologies for the storage of
hydrogen and the production of ammonia and methanol grew steadily from 2001 to
2020. However, innovation in the development of hydrogen-based fuels lost momentum
in the past decade.

● Patenting activities for hydrogen use in the automotive sector continue to expand at
much higher rates than for other end-use applications, despite some recent progress
towards the use of hydrogen for steel production. However, innovation has yet to take off
significantly in other industrial applications, including long-distance transportation using
hydrogen-based fuels.

● Patenting underpins fundraising by start-ups developing hydrogen businesses, with
more than 80% of later-stage investment in hydrogen start-ups going to companies
which had already filed a patent application, indicating the importance of patenting for
young firms in this area.
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● The uneven trends in hydrogen-related patenting across technologies and regions
indicate opportunities for policy action to help realize a net zero emissions future.

#GRN #EUR #JPN #USA #KOR #CHN EPO

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Startup Freeform is looking to turn entire buildings into automated 3D-printing
factories that would use dozens of lasers to create rocket engine chambers or car parts
from metal powder. According to the company, the technique could allow it to make metal parts
25 to 50 times faster than is possible with current methods and at a fraction of the cost.
Typically, new objects are printed at the same time inside a shed-size machine. The amount of
work this kind of printer can do is limited by its size and its printing area. But Freeform is
creating machines that can fill a warehouse. Inside, machines move objects back and forth
along rapidly moving conveyors, so the system can work on many things at once. While
companies consider it a success if a 3D printer is operating 60% of the time, Freeform looks to
significantly reduce downtime. Tasks like applying fresh metal powder to a plate or polishing the
edges of a part take place in other areas of the machine, leaving the lasers to continue doing
their work on other objects. Where a standard machine can fuse about 100 grams of metal
powder an hour, Freeform does five kilograms an hour now and will do more as it develops new
versions of its technology. Furthermore, 3D-printed parts can have flaws, and customers tend to
use antiquated, manual practices to check how strong and solid the final objects are. Freeform
uses its host of sensors, scanners, and AI software to assess quality and can make adjustments
as necessary. #MFG #DIG #AI #USA Bloomberg
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→ Scientists have created a tiny robotic system that can turn from solid to liquid and
back again. The team says it was inspired by the sea cucumber, which can transition between
soft and rigid body states. The ability to transition between liquid and solid states endows these
robots with more functionality. The researchers demonstrated this increased functionality by
placing one of their miniature robots in a simulated jail cell and showing how it might escape. In
the simulation, the robot melts itself down to a liquid, flows between the bars and into a waiting
mold where it cools, reforms itself, and then pops back up. The robot’s particles are embedded
in gallium, which is a metal with a very low melting point of 30 degrees Celsius, creating a
substance that flows more like water than other phase-changing materials, which are more
viscous. In tests, the mini robots were able to jump over obstacles, scale walls, split in half, and
re-merge all while being magnetically controlled. In other demonstrations, the robots were used
to solder circuits, deliver medication, and clear a foreign object from a model stomach. The
researchers envision the system being able to conduct repairs in hard-to-reach spaces and
serving as a "universal screw," which melts into a screw socket and solidifies with no actual
screwing required. #MFG #USA CNet

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Last week, Russia announced plans to develop a combat version of its “Marker”
robotic tank, capable of destroying advanced Western armored vehicles. The
announcement followed news that Western allies would be donating more than 100
sophisticated tanks to Ukraine to support its ongoing defense against Russia’s invasion. A
Russian official stated that the combat variant of the Marker robotic tank could automatically
detect and hit the Abrams, Leopard, and other vehicles due to the electronic catalog in the
control system with images of enemy equipment. According to state news agency TASS, Marker
possesses “technical vision, automatic control systems,” and electronic warfare capabilities that
allow the robotic tank to “autonomously” perform a variety of combat missions. Officials claimed
that Marker’s autonomous driving skills are the most advanced in Russia, with object recognition
based on AI technologies. Further statements claimed that the robotic tank can simultaneously
strike multiple targets with different weapon systems. Defense observers say the most likely
reason the robotic tank isn’t already in Ukraine is that most of Marker’s claimed capabilities are
unrealistic when it comes to operating in an active combat zone. The Kremlin has previously
claimed to possess sophisticated operational weapons systems, like the Su-57 5th Generation
stealth fighter jet or T-14 Armata battle tank, which never appeared when Russian forces could
use them. #AUT #AI #USA #RUS #UKR The Debrief

→ Mercedes-Benz announced that it was the first automaker to receive government
approval in the US for a Level 3 driving feature. The company said it had self-certified in
Nevada for use of its Drive Pilot feature, in which the car does all the driving but the driver
needs to stand by to take control at a moment’s notice. Level 3 capabilities, as defined by the
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA), enable the vehicle to handle
"all aspects of the driving" when engaged but the driver must remain attentive enough to
promptly take control if necessary. That's a large step up from Level 2 systems, such as Tesla's
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"Full Self-Driving," Ford's Blue Cruise, and GM's Super Cruise. All of those are essentially
extra-capable highway cruise controls where the driver must maintain their attention on driving,
typically keeping their hands on or at least near the wheel, and be responsible for what the
advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) is doing while it's doing it. In addition to cameras
and radar, the system relies on data from a lidar sensor to construct a 3D model of its
surrounding environment, as well as microphones to detect approaching emergency vehicles.
#AUT #USA #DEU The Verge Engadget

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ If appropriately allocated, the funds provided by the CHIPS Act could present the US
with a once-in-a-generation opportunity to increase microelectronics supply chain
resilience far beyond re-shoring semiconductor fabrication, according to a new report.
The report focuses on the two ends of the microelectronics supply chain: upstream raw
materials inputs, and downstream assembly, test, and packaging (ATP) of finished
microelectronics. Key findings and recommendations include:

● US production of materials consumed by the semiconductor industry is limited and
US-based ATP capacity is low, making up only 3% of global capacity.

● One industry association representing semiconductor materials suppliers assessed that
there was either one or no US-based supplier for certain photoresists, electronic grade
gasses, deposition targets and precursors, and spin-on dielectrics.

● Chinese firms maintain a leading position in the production of raw minerals, meaning
many US semiconductor material firms are also highly dependent on China for the
supply of raw materials.

● Specific chokepoints in the back end of the semiconductor supply chain abound. No US
substrate suppliers rank in the top 20 by market share and 95% of leading suppliers are
located in Asia.

● Efforts to re-shore semiconductor fabrication will not meaningfully increase supply chain
resilience if there is no commensurate effort to re-shore materials production and ATP
capacity.

● CHIPS Act provisions provide the executive branch with significant flexibility on
implementation. Though not the primary focus of the CHIPS Act, targeted funding could
increase US production of materials consumed in semiconductor fabrication and ATP
capacity, increasing overall microelectronics supply chain resilience.

● US policymakers should identify specific technology supply chain chokepoints and
opportunities to target investments accordingly.
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#CHP #SCRM #USA #JPN #DEU #CHN #KOR #MYS #IRL #FRA #SGP #VNM #ITA CSET

→ China's top nuclear-weapons research institute has purchased advanced American
computer chips at least 12 times in the last two and a half years, circumventing
decades-old American export restrictions intended to limit such sales. Despite being
placed on a US export ban list in 1997, the state-run China Academy of Engineering Physics
(CAEP) has been able to obtain semiconductors made by Intel and Nvidia, according to
documents. The chips, which are widely used in data centers and personal computers, were
acquired from resellers in China. Some were procured as components for computing systems,
with many bought by the institute’s laboratory studying computational fluid dynamics, a broad
scientific field that includes the modeling of nuclear explosions. Such purchases defy long
standing restrictions imposed by the US that aim to prevent the use of any US products for
atomic-weapons research by foreign powers. A Journal review of research papers published by
CAEP found that at least 34 over the past decade referenced using American semiconductors in
the research. They were used in a range of ways, including analyzing data and generating
algorithms. Nuclear experts said that in at least seven of them, the research can have
applications to maintaining nuclear stockpiles. Most of the chips procured by the academy
ranged in size from 7 nanometers to 14 nanometers, many of which are difficult for China to
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mass produce. They are widely available on the open market: Versions of Intel’s Xeon Gold and
Nvidia’s GeForce RTX chips purchased by CAEP can be bought off Taobao, one of China’s
largest e-commerce marketplaces. The purchases didn’t include the latest generation of chips
launched within the last two years. #CHP #DIG #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA WSJ

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ The US Air Force has awarded SandboxAQ a grant to research quantum navigation
technologies. SandboxAQ will use the award to advance research and development for its
quantum navigation system, which is intended to supplement the Global Positioning System
(GPS) for accurate navigation in degraded, contested, or denied environments where the loss of
precision GPS may have a negative impact on operations. The company's quantum sensor
prototype will be optimized in close collaboration with the customer, the US Air Force, through a
number of identified innovation areas, including live demonstrations aboard their aircraft. #QNT
#AI #SAT #USA PR Newswire

→ China has built a practical quantum computer, the 24-qubit Wuyuan, which is based on
superconducting chip technology. The quantum computer was delivered to an unnamed user
more than a year ago, according to the science ministry’s newspaper Science and Technology
Daily. It was the first official confirmation in China that this technology had been used in a
real-world application. There was no information provided about the user or the computer's
potential applications. The report said Origin Quantum, a company founded in 2017 by quantum
physicists with the University of Science and Technology of China (USTC) – had developed
several computers since delivering the Wuyuan in 2021. The quantum computers developed by
the company followed two distinct technical paths. The superconducting version can use
quantum phenomena like superposition and entanglement more easily, but it must operate at
extremely low temperatures. In contrast, semiconductor quantum computers use the same chip
technology as traditional computers, and the required equipment and skills are also highly
consistent. Origin Quantum built a quantum ecological chain for its Wuyuan computer, including
an operating system, software, and a computing cloud platform. The company also created a
line of superconducting quantum chips. Additionally, Wukong, a more powerful quantum
computer, will be available "soon", according to the company. #QNT #CHP #DIG #CHN SCMP

GEOPOLITICS
→ Japan and the Netherlands will restrict exports of chip manufacturing tools to China
after reaching a deal with the US designed to make it harder for the Chinese military to
develop advanced weapons. Several people familiar with the trilateral agreement said the
countries reached an agreement on Friday, January 27, after a final round of high-level talks at
the White House. The accord comes three months after Washington imposed unilateral export
controls that barred US companies from selling advanced chip making equipment to Chinese
groups. The deal marks a significant milestone in US efforts to work with allies to hinder
Chinese efforts to develop its semiconductor industry. Under the agreement, the Netherlands
will bar ASML, a maker of photolithography machines, from selling to China at least some
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immersion lithography machines, the most advanced kind of gear in the company’s deep
ultraviolet lithography line. The equipment is essential to making cutting-edge chips. Japan will
set similar limits on Nikon, according to one of the people familiar with the discussions. As allies
like the European Union, Japan, and South Korea are working increasingly closely with
Washington to counter China’s technological advancement, the countries’ heavy reliance on
business with China makes them cautious in implementing policies that restrain their
companies. #Geopolitics #CHP #USA #CHN #JPN #NLD #KOR WSJ Financial Times SCMP

→ European officials are making progress to achieve “strategic autonomy” in space
traffic management by building up both capabilities and policy. During a session at the
15th European Space Conference on January 25, representatives from the European
Commission, European Space Agency, and industry said they were making progress in building
up European abilities in space situational awareness (SSA) and space traffic management
(STM), reducing reliance on the U.S. According to the chair of the European Union Space
Surveillance and Tracking (EUSST) partnership, Europe needs to achieve strategic autonomy
on SSA and STM. Most of those national capabilities come from defense capabilities – about
95% of the SSA data in the EUSST system comes from military sensors. However, the
partnership is looking to buy commercial data. The E.U. held a “startup forum” devoted to SSA
last November, with more than 200 participants. That led to three working groups that will help
craft future calls for commercial data. EUSST is a group of 15 E.U. member states that have
agreed to combine national capabilities to improve efforts to track space objects and provide
warnings of potential collisions. It opened its collision avoidance service worldwide at the
beginning of the year. #Geopolitics #SAT #AER Space News

CYBERSECURITY
→ CISA Director Jen Easterly and Executive Assistant Director for Cybersecurity Eric
Goldstein argue that companies must build safety into tech products to mitigate the
rising threat of malicious cyber-activity from both criminal and state actors. What the US
faces is less a cybersecurity problem than a broader technology and culture problem. The
incentives for developing and selling technology have eclipsed customer safety in importance.
Americans need a new model, one they can trust to ensure the safety and integrity of the
technology that they use every hour of every day. Problems should be fixed at the earliest
possible stage — when technology is designed rather than when it is being used. Under this
new model, cybersecurity would ultimately be the responsibility of every CEO and every board.
Collaboration would be a prerequisite to self-preservation. To get there, incentives need to favor
long-term investments in the safety and resilience of the cyberspace ecosystem, and the
responsibility for defending that ecosystem must be redistributed to favor those most capable
and best positioned to do so. Government can smooth the way by making clear its expectations
that technology is designed and built with safety as a top priority, by advocating that
cybersecurity be considered a CEO-level business risk, by providing opportunities for entities to
share cyberthreat information, by holding itself accountable for being transparent and adding
value, and by ensuring that regulatory frameworks encourage companies to comply. But the
government cannot solve the problem. Technology manufacturers need to take responsibility for
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the security outcomes of their customers as a fundamental issue of safety; otherwise, the critical
infrastructure of the US will remain at untenable risk. #Cybersecurity #USA Foreign Affairs

→ The cybercrime economy is becoming more sophisticated, with cybercrime groups
offering six-figure salaries, bonuses, and paid time off to attract talent on the dark web.
Some advertisements offered annual salaries of up to $1.2M for skilled hackers. They're not
only looking for other criminal hackers. Other in-demand positions included attack specialists,
reverse engineers, testers, analysts, administrators and designers. Developers appear to be the
most in demand within the cybercrime ecosystem, according to research by Kaspersky.
Between January 2020 and June 2022, the company's researchers examined approximately
200k job-related messages posted on 155 dark web forums. The number of posts peaked in
March 2022, possibly as a result of COVID-19-related lockdowns and income cuts in several
countries. Nonetheless, job postings — both seeking employment and listing jobs — have
exceeded 10k per quarter, according to the research. Other parts of the listings would be
familiar to normal tech job seekers, such as incentives — “with each successful assignment, you
get a raise and an instant bonus” — employee referral bonuses and paid time off, and drug-free
requirements. High salaries for the right candidates were available, $100k per month in one
listing, $20k per month in another, but the median salary, depending on the role, ranged
between $1.3k and $4k. #Cybersecurity CyberScoop

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ The Biden administration will protect ~225k new acres in a northeastern Minnesota
wilderness area from mineral leasing. The protections will be effective for 20 years and will
protect parts of the Rainy River watershed. The Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness was
the site of a proposed copper-nickel mine in the adjoining watershed. In a statement, Rep. Betty
McCollum (D-Minn.) praised the move, stating that the contamination from mining would cause
“irreparable harm that would quickly spread through the Boundary Waters’ 1.1M acres of
interconnected lakes and streams.” The National Mining Association, however, condemned the
decision as running counter to the Biden administration’s decarbonization goals. According to
Twin Metals Minnesota, the region sits on top of one of the world’s largest deposits of critical
minerals that are vital in meeting the U.S.’s goals to transition to a clean energy future, to create
American jobs, to strengthen national security, and to bolster domestic supply chains. #SCRM
#GRN #USA The Hill Huffington Post
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